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Presentation Outline

• Expectations for Research Teams
• Overview of Submission Routing
• How to Track Submission Status
• When and How to Contact Reviewing Groups
• How to Obtain Additional Support



Expectations for Research Teams
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Know How to Use iRIS and Who to Contact

• Research teams must designate appropriate personnel 
to submit and track submissions within iRIS.

• These designated personnel are expected to complete 
iRIS system training prior to requesting access to iRIS, 
and consult the iRIS WIKI materials for instructions.

• Therefore, research team iRIS users are expected to:
– 1) know how to track the status of submissions within iRIS
– 2) identify if a submission is not moving forward in a 

timely manner and know who to contact
– 3) follow appropriate support and escalation pathways 

when additional assistance is required



Overview of Submission Routing
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Not all submissions route the same!

The routing of submissions in iRIS depends on 
many factors, including:

– Information in the protocol core record (New Project 
Application), such as protocol type, institutions, and 
sponsor.

– Information in the submission itself, such as the 
proposed changes (Amendments) or the type of 
documents (Administrative Modifications).

• We will discuss general routing steps here, but it 
is impossible to cover every possible situation.
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General Routing Path (NPAs – DFCI IRB)
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General Routing Path (AMs – DFCI IRB)
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General Routing Path (NPAs – sIRB)
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General Routing Path (AMs – sIRB)
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How to Track Submission Status
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Where is my submission?

Submission History is accessible on the Study 
Specific Summary page.

To Whom it May Concern,

We would like to activate Amendment ###### however I’m not sure what is 
holding up activation. Can you let us know what is pending?

Thank you!
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Submission History View

Separate tabs show either submissions in 
process, completed submissions, or 
submissions returned with changes.
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Submission History View

Indicates the type of 
submission.

Reference 
Number 
appears 

here.
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Submission History View

Indicates that this step in the 
workflow is not complete.
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Submission History View

Indicates the type of review. For many 
committees, you will see “Process 

Administratively” here.
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What does Process Administratively Mean?

• For SRC and IRB Only: This means that the submission 
has been assigned to an HRC within OHRS for pre-
review and to determine the appropriate review track 
(e.g., Expedited or Full Committee). 

• For all other groups: This means an individual 
reviewer has been assigned to the submission.

Hi! [Reviewer Group] has a status of “Process 
Administratively”, but they have not confirmed the 
outcome. Is this submission stuck? 
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Submission History View

For SRC/IRB, you will see Expedited or Full 
Committee Review once the review track is 

determined. You may also see Return for 
Corrections or Exempt.
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What is Expedited Review?

• Expedited is not synonymous with “fast” or 
“prioritized”.

• Expedited refers to a review process where an 
individual reviewer is allowed review the submission 
on behalf of the full committee.

• OHRS determines which submissions are eligible for 
expedited review and assigned the review track 
accordingly. There is no need to request it! 

• An expedited reviewer still may refer a submission to 
the full committee.

Hello! We submitted our trial on Monday, and had hoped to 
get this reviewed on an expedited basis due to the nature and 
sensitive timing of the study and its aims.
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What qualifies for Expedited SRC Review?

• Policies set by DF/HCC and the SRC chairs 
determine what submissions may receive 
expedited SRC review

• Amendment submissions may be expedited if all of 
the following are met:
– The target population is not changing
– The primary objectives/endpoints are not significantly 

changing
– No new study drugs/therapies are being added
– The total overall accrual goal is not significantly 

changing
– The submission was not referred to full board by an 

expedited SRC reviewer
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What qualifies for Expedited IRB Review?

• For IRB, the types of submissions that qualify for expedited 
review are defined in federal regulations.

For AMs:

• A proposed change to previously approved 
research represents a minor change that is 
not greater than minimal risk and do not 
substantially alter the aims, design, or 
conduct of the research. 

• When a study was originally approved as 
expedited, and the proposed change does not 
alter the risk assessment of the protocol.

For NPAs

• Proposed research is minimal risk.
• Research falls within one of the 7 narrowly 

defined review categories
• Minimally invasive collection of blood or 

biological samples
• Research on behaviors via surveys or 

interviews
• Secondary use of data collected for 

other research or non-research 
purposes.

For CRs
• Research was originally reviewed using the expedited procedures
• Full IRB has determined that CRs may be reviewed via 2 expedited procedures 

– Research is determined to be minimal risk
– Study has progressed to data analysis only
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Expedited Reviews and Meeting Dates

• No meeting date will appear in iRIS while the 
expedited review is pending. 

• Expedited reviewers are typically given 1 
week to complete a review before OHRS 
begins following up.

Hello, I am hoping for a status update on the amendment below. In iRIS it 
shows the amendment was routed for IRB review on 9/13, but no meeting 
date has been set. Could you please provide an estimated timeline? 
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Expedited Reviews and Meeting Dates

• Submissions approved via the expedited 
process are assigned a meeting date after 
approval. 

• OHRS is required to send expedited reviews to 
the full committee for acknowledgement, but 
it does not delay your submission.

Hi OHRS,

It looks like no further action is required for this event. Can you help 
expedite the release of this decision? It says the meeting is set for 7/2 
which is concerning to me. 
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Submission History View

If a submission requires review by the full 
board SRC or IRB, a meeting date will display 

here once it is scheduled. 
(Scheduling is not immediate!)
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Submission History View

Indicates a completed step in 
the submission workflow.
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Submission History View

Indicates the outcome of the review (e.g., 
Approved, Conditionally Approved, 

Changes Required)
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Submission History View

This indicates that the review was 
completed, but changes were 

required. The submission has not 
been approved by this committee.
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Other Possible Review Outcomes

Outcome Used By What it Means

Deferred SRC & IRB
The board needs additional information 
before they will consider it for review. 

Refer to Full Board SRC & IRB
An expedited reviewer has determined that 
the submission must be reviewed by the full 
board.

Tabled SRC & IRB
The full board did not have time to review the 
application and it will be placed on the 
agenda for the next meeting.

Passthrough Anyone except IRB
A board/committee does not need to review 
this submission.

Withdrawn All Boards

Status shown when a submission cannot 
proceed and gets withdrawn from the 
system. No further action will take place with 
this submission.
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Other Possible Review Outcomes

Outcome Used By What it Means

Exempt IRB 
The protocol was determined to fall within an 
exempt category for the initial submission.

Further Action 
Required

IRB (Events) The IRB requests additional information.

No Further Action 
Required

IRB (Events)
The IRB is satisfied with the submission and 
does not need additional information.

Changes Required 
Feasibility 
Reviewers

The reviewer requests changes to the 
submission.

ORI – Management 
Plan Required

ORI
An ORI management plan is required for the 
submission.

ORI - No 
Management Plan 
Required

ORI
No ORI management plan is required for the 
submission.
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Submission History View

“Submission Response” appears 
once the committee receives the 

research team’s response.

Hello, I just wanted to confirm that my response below was received, and 
it’s in your queue.
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Additional Details in Track Location

For more details, click on Track Location. You 
can also jump here by clicking the Steps icon on 
your study dashboard.
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Schema View

Pending Steps 
(Orange)

Completed Steps
(White)
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Understanding Schema

Schema Step Used By What it Means
Pre - Review Everyone The submission is not assigned for review.

Post – Review

SRC and IRB
The submission is in the process of being 
reviewed. It represents expedited, full committee 
review, etc.

Everyone Else
The submission is in the process of being 
reviewed. It represents “process administratively” 
in the overall submission history view.

Changes Requested OHRS

At pre-review, the HRC identified that something 
is required before a submission can be sent to a 
reviewer. This is used to request missing 
documents or request corrections/clarifications. 

Modification 
Requested 

SRC, IRB and 
Review 
Committee

During review, changes or corrections are 
requested by the reviewer.
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Detail View (below Schema)

In the detail view, research teams can expand 
each step to see the date and time each action 
occurred.

Date each action 
was completed.

Click to Expand

View PI/Research 
Staff Sign Offs
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Are there reports in iRIS I can use to track submission history 
and how to find them?

• To access reports go to:
My Profile – My Reports

• “Submission Routing History -Search by Reference #”
– Goal: Alternative way to visually see where a submission 

is currently held up
– User inputs Submission Reference Number

• “Master Report – All Submissions and Conditions 
present on a study (Excel)”
– Goal: To provide a comprehensive list of all conditions
– User inputs Study Number
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“Submission Routing History” Report

– User inputs Submission Reference Number
– iRIS outputs each committee the submission has 

been routed to
• Will not include committees not yet routed to (e.g. if a 

submission is pending SRC and/or Feasibility, IRB will not 
appear on report)

– Rows in green indicate that the Round has been 
completed

– Rows in red indicate the Round is pending action 
from the Study Team

– Rows in black indicate the Round is pending action 
from the Committee
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“Submission Routing History” Search by Reference 
#” Report

Filter by Committee to view all Rounds in that Committee
• In this example, the report is filtered to “DF/HCC ODQ - Feasibility”
• The last action was from the Committee, who required changes
• The Study Team has not yet responded
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“Submission Routing History” Report

• “Submission Routing History” (cont’d)
– If a submission includes subsites, those sign-offs are 

assigned a different reference number and will not
appear on the same output

– Currently this report can only be run for a single 
submission at a time

– If you’d like details on the pending conditions, you  
may run the “Master Report – All Submissions and 
Conditions present on a study (Excel)”
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“Master Report – All Submissions and Conditions present 
on a study (Excel)” Report



When and How to Contact Reviewing 
Groups
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When to Contact Reviewers

Reviewer Group Includes When to Contact

Feasibility Phase 
(approval prior to 
IRB)

ODQ Feasibility, Pharmacy, 
Nursing, CRL, CMCF, 
InfoSec, ORI

Allow 2 weeks for first review of a 
submission and at least 1 week for review 
of responses.

OHRS SRC, IRB, Ancillary Review, 
sIRB Triage

Allow 3-5 business days for pre-review and 
assignment of a review track. For 
expedited reviews, allow 1 week after 
receipt by a reviewer.

Operational 
Phase 
(typically sign off 
after IRB approval)

Grants, Contracts, Budgets, 
Pharmacy Order Sets, RIO 
Treatment Arms, RIO 
Calendars, CCPO, CCTO

Allow 2 weeks after IRB approval is 
received. 

Activation ODQ Activation Allow 1-2 business days.
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How do I know who to contact?

• Before reaching out, make sure you check 
where your submission is and how long it has 
been pending.

• Use the Guide on Who to Contact in the iRIS
WIKI

• Use the Reviewer Details and Comments by 
Reviewers on Submissions report in iRIS
(found under Study Team Reports)
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How to Contact Reviewers

Department How to Contact

OHRS Email OHRS@dfci.harvard.edu

ODQ 
(Feasibility & 
Activation) Email ODQActivation@dfci.harvard.edu

Everyone Else Email the assigned reviewer directly

Hi OHRS, I cannot see my new protocol posted on OncPro and also iRIS
says pending CTBO sign off. How do I contact them? Do you have CTBO 
contact information?

mailto:ohrs@dfci.harvard.edu
mailto:ODQActivation@dfci.harvard.edu
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Reviewer Details and Comments Report

Lists all contacts for the 
submission and email 

addresses
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Reviewer Details and Comments Report

Summarizes the status of 
each review.



How to Obtain Additional Support
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Obtaining Access for New Users

Follow instructions on the New Researcher 
Checklist

Users with a Partners Login
1. Complete required training on Healthstream
2. Request access via an IS Helpdesk Ticket

BIDMC/BCH Staff will follow the specific process 
for their institution.

https://www.dfhcc.harvard.edu/crs-resources/ODQ_Documents/07_Education/DFHCC_New_Researcher_Checklist.docx
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How do I get help?

Before reaching out for additional assistance, 
please try to resolve the issue by:

1) Reviewing the iRIS WIKI instructions
2) Asking an experienced iRIS user on your team
3) Consulting with your supervisor/manager

A majority of the questions received by 
OHRS/ODQ/RIO are answered in the WIKI!
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Using the iRIS WIKI as a Resource

• Defining Submission History
• Guide on Who to Contact
• Document Management
• How to Delete, Retract and Withdraw
• Operational Readiness
• Amendments Requiring Operational 

Readiness
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Technical Support

If you experience a technical issue…

Submit a Helpdesk Ticket

Please do not email 
OHRS/ODQ/RIO to request 

technical support.

Please do not ask for help in 
condition responses!

Application slowness
Incorrect routing 
Migration issue
Withdrawing 
submissions 
System error
Access issues

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__partnershealthcare.service-2Dnow.com_phsess_main.do&d=DwMFAg&c=WknmpdNpvrlj2B5K1aWVqL1SOiF30547pqSuOmtwXTQ&r=dwmtl4azOyMe7owf7G11mVb4a5dDK2epTQ_f5rjUWS4&m=Mr4G3wtvvP4kcnFZ-G4x60mKVwCf_shK7NXuHVahvaw&s=27u3bAkbyOw95LlmABbxrWhUyGUs9cA3gG84uBew_MA&e=


Key Takeaways
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Key Takeaways

• You should know where your submissions are and 
how to contact a specific reviewer if needed. Please 
do not email to ask what sign offs are pending.

• You do not need to request an Expedited review for 
IRB or SRC. OHRS will determine the correct path.

• If your submission is assigned Expedited review, a 
meeting date will not be assigned prior to 
approval.

• If a submission’s status at a committee is “Process 
Administratively” it is not “stuck”.
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